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Theoretical study of opacity for a mixture of gold and gadolinium at a high temperature
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Using the detailed configuration accounting with the term structures treated by the unresolved transition
array model, we have presented a method to calculate the spectral-resolved opacity for high temperature and
density plasmas. Due to the fully relativistic treatment, incorporated with the quantum defect theory to handle
the huge number of transition arrays from configurations with high principal quantum number, we can calcu-
late the opacity of any medium- and high-Z plasmas conveniently. In the present work, the frequency-
dependent opacity and the Rosseland mean opacity are calculated for a mixture of gold and gadolinium at a
high temperature, 250 eV, and three densities, 0.1 g/cm3, 1.0 g/cm3, and 10.0 g/cm3. Agreement between our
theoretical results and experimental measurements and other theoretical simulations is obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the indirect approach to the inertial confinement fus
~ICF! @1,2#, the radiation that drives the implosion of the fu
capsule is generated by the interaction of intense beams
the interior wall of a high-Z cavity, or a hohlraum. In orde
to reduce the radiation energy lost to the walls of the ho
raum and increase the efficiency with which the radiat
couples with the capsule, materials with high Rossela
mean opacity should be used. Hence for a given laser po
~and x-ray conversion efficiency! the drive temperature in
creases as does the coupling efficiency of the radiation to
fuel pellet. Typically, people use pure Au hohlraums hea
to a temperature of;250 eV. There are significant window
in the frequency-dependent opacity of Au, which domina
and reduces the Rosseland mean opacity. In order to imp
the Rosseland mean opacity, people try to use hohlraum
mixture materials, which can overlap the windows
frequency-dependent opacity by each other. Recen
Orzechowski and co-workers measured the Rosseland m
opacity of a mixture of Au and Gd at high temperatures@3#.
Theoretical simulation@3# was also carried out using th
XSN opacity model@4# in their work.

Theoretical calculations of plasma opacity require a hu
number of atomic data. For low-Z plasmas, some works@5,6#
have been presented with detailed calculations and a l
amount of computational efforts. However, such detai
analyses become impractical for high-Z plasmas. People usu
ally use various statistical methods, such as the average
~AA ! model@7#. Because of line overlapping and line broa
ening of spectra from a huge number of transition arrays
various ionic stages, unresolved spectra are often observ
laser-produced high-Z plasmas. The unresolved transition a
ray ~UTA! model @8# is an efficient approach to describ
such unresolved spectral structures. Based on the UTA,
supertransition array~STA! @9# method has been develope
and proved to be a powerful tool in calculation of opacity f
high-Z materials. The occurrence of high principal quantu
numbers in hot dense local thermodynamic equilibriu
~LTE! plasmas leads to a huge number of configuratio
Quantum defect theory~QDT! @10–14# is a powerful method
1063-651X/2001/64~5!/056401~5!/$20.00 64 0564
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to treat these configurations. In this method, the phys
quantities show smooth properties and can be treated
unified manner within channels@15#. Therefore, we can per
form interpolations~rather than extrapolations! to reduce
computational efforts. With these features in our method,
have developed a computational code@16–19# to calculate
the spectral-resolved opacity of plasmas. The method
conveniently be used to calculate the opacity of any mediu
and high-Z plasma at high temperature and density. Go
agreements were obtained between our theoretical sim
tions of the transmission spectra and the correspond
benchmark experimental measurements in our previous w
@16–18#. In the present work, the frequency-dependent op
ity and the Rosseland mean opacity are calculated for a m
ture of gold and gadolinium at a high temperature, 250 e
and three densities, 0.1 g/cm3, 1.0 g/cm3, and 10.0 g/cm3.
Agreement between our theoretical results and experime
measurements and other theoretical simulations is obtain

II. THEORETICAL METHOD

The Rosseland mean opacity@20# is used to describe ra
diation transport in optically thick materials when the mat
and radiation are in thermodynamic equilibrium. It is defin
as a weighted harmonic mean of the energy dependent o
ity,

1
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`

~]Bn /]T!dn

, ~1!

whereT is the material and radiation temperature,Bn is the
black body spectrum, andkn is the frequency-dependen
opacity. This mean opacity is dominated by the low opac
regions of the frequency-dependent opacity. In the confi
ration average approximation, the frequency-depend
opacity can be written as@21#
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Ni ,cs i ,c,c8

bb
~\v!1(

c
Ni ,cs i ,c

b f ~\v!G
1Nes

f f~\v!, ~2!

wherer is the plasma density,i indicates the ionic stage,Ni ,c
is the number of ions of configurationc per unit volume,Ne

is the number of electrons per unit volume,s i ,c,c8
bb (\v) is the

photoexcitation cross section from configurationc to c8,
s i ,c

b f (\v) is the total photo-ionization cross section from
subshells of configurationc, and s f f(\v) is the free-free
absorption cross section, which can be calculated by
simple Kramer’s formula with Gaunt factor. Therefore t
crucial problem of the frequency-dependent opacity calcu
tion is to obtain the population density and the cross sect
of photoexcitation and photoionization processes.

The population density can be obtained by solving
well-known Boltzmann-Saha equations for the LTE plasm
The key point is to include important configurations as mu
as possible in the opacity calculation. Here we use the s
consistent-field energy levels database to investigate and
duce important configurations. Therefore, the most impor
configurations are included in solving Boltzmann-Saha eq
tions and in the calculations of properties of photoexcitat
and photoionization processes.

The configuration-to-configuration transitions are trea
in the UTA approximation@8,9#. The photoexcitation and
photoionization cross sections are calculated from the o
electron properties. In the configuration average approxi
tion, the photoexcitation cross section can be written as

s i ,c,c8
bb

~\v!5
phe2

mc
f i ,c,c8L~\v!, ~3!

where f i ,c,c8 is the configuration average oscillator streng
and L(\v) is the line shape function. In general, the o
served spectral profile is a convolution of Gaussian a
Lorentzian profiles. If the transition energy is assumed to
approximately the same for all lines of the transition arr
the relation off i ,c,c8 to the single-electron transition oscilla
tor strengthf a→b is

f i ,c,c85qaS 12
qb

gb
D f a→b , ~4!

f a→b5
2m

\vga

1

2k11
u^auuTuub&u2, ~5!

where\v is the photon energy,qa ,qb are the occupation
numbers of orbitala,b, respectively,k is the rank of electric
multipoles,ga is the statistical weight for initial orbitala,
and ^auuTuub& is the bound-bound reduced transition mat
element@22#.

The photoionization cross section for configurationc of
ionic stagei can be written as
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phe2

mc (
a

qa

d fa

d«
, ~6!

where the summation runs over all subshells of the confi
ration.d fa /d« is the density of oscillator strength given b

d fa

d«
5

2m

3\vga
u^auuTuu«̃&u2, ~7!

where ^auuTuu«̃& is the energy-normalized transition-matr
element from the initial bound orbital statea to the con-
tinuum orbital state«̃ @22#.

According to QDT, the photoexcitation and photoioniz
tion processes can be treated in a unified manner. The infi
bound and adjacent continuum states with the same ang
momentum and parity can form a channel in which the qu
tum defectsm vary smoothly@15,23# with the excitation en-
ergy. We can define the energy-normalized matrix eleme
for the photoexcitation as

^auuT̃uub&5Nb^auuTuub&, ~8!

whereNb
25nb

3/(Zi11)2 is the density of the final state,Zi is
the ionization degree, andnb5n2mb is the effective prin-
cipal quantum number of the final state. This energ
normalized matrix element also varies smoothly across
ionization threshold. Therefore, with several benchm
points, the relevant transition matrix elements from an init
state to the final channel can be obtained conveniently
interpolation. Furthermore, the UTA parameters, i.e.,
UTA configuration average transition energy and UTA lin
width, depend only on the radial Slater integrals, which a
have good channel behavior. Therefore, we can calculate
only photoionization and photoexcitation cross sections
also UTA parameters with much less computational effor

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the theoretical method described above,
have developed a computer code to provide opacity data
high temperature and density medium- and high-Z plasmas.
As mentioned in the Introduction, in the indirect drive a
proach to ICF, increasing the Rosseland mean opacity ca
only reduce the radiation energy loss to the walls of
hohlraum, but also increase the coupling efficiency betw
the radiation and fuel capsule. This can raise the tempera
of the laser heated hohlraum for a given laser power, or fo
given desired driven temperature, less laser energy is
quired. Since it is important in ICF, we carry out calculatio
of opacity for mixture materials and investigate the way
improve the Rosseland mean opacity by blending in mat
als. Recently, Orzechowski and co-workers presented t
experimental measurements of the Rosseland mean op
of a mixture of Au and Gd at high temperatures, as well
the theoretical results at a temperature of 250 eV and a d
sity of 1.0 g/cm3. In the following, we will show our calcu-
lated opacity of the mixture of Au and Gd at the temperat
250 eV and three densities 0.1 g/cm3, 1.0 g/cm3, and
10 g/cm3. In each calculation, about 200 000 or much mo
1-2
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FIG. 1. Frequency-dependen
opacity of Au, Gd, and the 60/40
mixture of Au/Gd.
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configurations are included, which ensure the convergenc
the calculation.

Figure 1 displays the calculated frequency-depend
opacity of Au, Gd and a 60/40 mixture of Au/Gd at a tem
perature 250 eV and a total density 1.0 g/cm3. As can be
seen from Fig. 1~a!, the windows of the frequency-depende
opacity of Au at about 160 eV, 400 eV, and 100
22500 eV are overlapped to some extents by the peak
Gd. Because the Rosseland mean opacity is dominate
the low opacity region, such overlapping can increase
Rosseland opacity: our calculation giveskR51700 cm2/g
for Au, kR51300 cm2/g for Gd, andkR52200 cm2/g for
the 60/40 mixture of Au/Gd in Fig. 1~b!.
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Figures 2~a!–2~c! display our calculated Rosseland me
opacities of the Au/Gd mixture at a temperature 250 eV a
three densities of 0.1 g/cm3, 1.0 g/cm3, and 10.0 g/cm3, re-
spectively. These mean opacities have been normalize
those of pure Au, i.e.,kR5970 cm2/g of 0.1 g/cm3, kR
51700 cm2/g of 1.0 g/cm3, and kR52400 cm2/g of
10.0 g/cm3. Experimental results of Orzechowskiet al. are
also given for comparison@3#, as well as their predictions
using the XSN opacity model@3# and the simulation of the
STA method by Colombantet al. @24# at the density
1.0 g/cm3 in Fig. 2~b!. XSN simulation results are abou
10–12 % higher than the measurements. This discrepanc
pointed out in Ref.@3#, may come from the relative simpl
i-
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FIG. 2. Rosseland mean opac
ties of composite normalized to
those of pure Au at the tempera
ture 250 eV and three densitie
0.1 g/cm3, 1.0 g/cm3, and 10.0
g/cm3. The open points corre-
spond to our theoretical results
the solid points represent the ex
perimental measurements@3#; the
solid squares show the theoretic
predictions of XSN mode@3#; the
dotted line displays the theoretica
results of STA~LTE! @24#.
1-3
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treatment of bound-bound transitions in the XSN calculati
In our theoretical method, the bound-bound transitions
calculated carefully. In our previous works@16–18#, good
agreements were obtained between our theoretical sim
tions of the spectral-resolved opacity and corresponding
perimental benchmark measurements. This also sugge
the reliability of our treatments of bound-bound transition
In the present calculation, the bound-bound transitions fr
1s,2s,2p2 ,2p1 , . . . ,5f 2 ,5f 1 initial orbitals to ‘‘all’’ fi-
nal orbitals (nmax510) for each configuration are taken in
account. The present calculations give the maximum
provements in the opacity~compared to that of pure Au in
the same conditions!: a factor of 1.44~60/40 mixture of Au/
Gd!, a factor of 1.27~60/40 mixture!, and a factor of 1.21
~50/50 mixture! for three densities of 0.1 g/cm3, 1.0 g/cm3,
and 10.0 g/cm3, respectively. In Fig. 2~b!, our calculated
Rosseland mean opacities are lower than both experime
measurements and XSN simulations, and agrees very
with STA results; it is more lower than measurements for
case of density 10.0 g/cm3 in Fig. 2~c!; while for the case of
density 0.1 g/cm3, as can be seen in Fig. 2~a!, the agreemen
between our theoretical results and experimental meas
ments is very good. Because the experiment samples a r
of densities and temperatures in reality, our theoretical sim
lations suggest, if only judged by the improvement of t
Rosseland mean opacity, that plasma at densities lower
1.0 g/cm3 may play a more important role in the measu
ments of the Rosseland mean opacity by Orzechowskiet al.
@3#.

In the work of Orzechowskiet al. @3#, the results calcu-
lated using the AA model@25# were also given. For the AA
model, the calculated Rosseland mean opacity of Au
823 cm2/g and 1390 cm2/g for a 50/50 mixture of Au and
Gd. Compared with the experimental measurement, o
ously the AA model is quite simple and the results, not o
the feature of frequency-dependent opacity, but also the R
seland mean opacity of pure Au and that of the increase
to blending with Gd, are not very satisfactory. Therefo
more sophisticated opacity models, such as XSN, STA,
tailed configuration accounting~DCA! with UTA treatment
as the present method, and even more sophisticated me
of DCA and detailed line accounting~DLA ! models, are
needed for these kinds of problems. Since no detailed
scriptions of the XSN model are given in the work
Orzechowskiet al. @3#, and no calculations based on DCA
DLA models are reported~maybe owing to the large amoun
of computational efforts!, we here would like to discus
more about the STA method and our DCA/UTA method
the following text.
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Both STA and our methods calculate the transition arr
based on the UTA approximation: This determines that
two methods are at a similar level and can reveal the inte
structure of an array when it exists. In the STA metho
though superconfiguration is used, through obtaining
convergence with increasing number of STA’s and calcu
ing with each superconfiguration’s own accurate parame
potential, the STA method can almost reproduce the U
structure exactly. In the present work, we calculate the w
functions, transition arrays, and UTA parameters of ea
relativistic configuration based on Dirac-Slater potentials.
some cases, our method can provide better agreement
the spectra-resolved experimental measurements@16–18#.
While for some cases, especially fordn50 transitions,
where configuration interaction~CI! effects are important,
the STA method can obtain better results because the
effects were taken into account more recently@26#. The
present work has not taken into account the CI effects
Another different treatment is that in the STA method, t
frequency-dependent opacities of each element are calcu
with the same temperature and effective densities via
same chemical potentials, and then the opacity of mixtu
are calculated using their postprocessed programMIX @24#. In
the present work, the opacities of the mixture are calcula
directly. These two treatments, as our study, should af
very little the opacities of mixture. Anyway, the present th
oretical simulation are rather simple for assuming one s
cific density and temperature when studying the complica
experimental process like the measurement of the heat w
@3#. Detailed theoretical studies with more sophisticat
physical considerations, like Orzechowski and co-work
did using the rad-hydro codeLASNEX @3#, are still needed in
order to simulate the experiment more accurately.

Finally, we would like to conclude as follows: with muc
less computational efforts, our computer code can prov
spectral-resolved LTE opacity data with adequate accura
The frequency-dependent opacity and the Rosseland m
opacity are calculated for a mixture of gold and gadoliniu
Good agreements between our theoretical results and ex
mental measurements and other theoretical simulations
obtained.
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